Globalization, Anti-Globalists, and Democracy.
Following Sen (1999, chap. 6, 152) , any country that "is independent, that goes to elections regularly, that has opposition parties to voice criticisms, and that permits newspapers to report freely and question the wisdom of governments policies without extensive censorship" is regarded as democratic. The concept includes not only political rights (like the right to form political parties that openly can compete for and be elected to positions of power in government), but also crucial civil liberties, like personal freedoms, freedom of the press, belief, and association. Countries' level of democracy has been measured by index. One such index has been constructed from the Policy III data set, but there are several other indexes, like the Freedom House index 1 (see Gurr and Jaggers 1995) . The word "globalization" means different things to different people. To limit confusion, here globalization means international trade in goods and services and foreign investment.
Who are the anti-globalists?
There are strong tensions between organised labour and campaigning non-governmental organisations (NGOs); between people who want to protect national autonomy and those who want to override it; between those who want to save the environment and those whose main aim is development; between those who want to protect traditional ways of life and those who want to upset them; and, of course, those who want reform and those who seek a revolutionary transformation. Some protesters are self-interested. Others are idealistic. (Martin Wolf, Financial Times, September 4, 2001) 2
In the light of this description, is it possible to find a common denominator among the anti-globalist NGOs? First, many take one of three views: there should be less globalization than there is today; globalization at least should not increase from today's magnitudes, or, if globalization would increase, it should not do so unless there are some additional conditions attached to it. Second, many antiglobalists take a skeptical view of international organizations like WTO, the World Bank, and IMF (the latter two are generally regarded as international financial institutions [IFI] ). Of course, it is possible to be positive toward globalization and negative toward the present work of WTO and the IFIs.
Undemocratic Globalization?
What distinguishes many anti-globalists from others-like scholars and journalists-is that some of them claim that they are able to represent the preferences of others and not just themselves. There are 64 Carl B. Hamilton grassroots NGOs claiming to represent people whose lives and livelihood are being directly affected by the actions and policies of the IMF, the World Bank and the WTO. The argument here is that representation in international institutions is imperfect. The emissaries of existing governments fail to represent many groups' rights and predicament. NGOs acting in international fora are necessary to fill the gap in representation and accountability that results. (Woods and Narlikar 2001, 15) This argument, as it stands, is not that globalization is necessarily bad, but that not all views are represented when important decisions are taken in international fora on for example, the rules of the multilateral-trading system. However, implicitly or explicitly, the critique is also that the preferences of those who are not represented in international institutions are more negative on globalization than are the preferences of those who are represented. If the preferences of all concerned-the set of which is difficult to define precisely and whose preferences are more difficult than usual to aggregate-had been taken into account, then the decisions of the IFIs would have yielded different outcomes and less trade and foreign investment.
Let us consider a claim that the true preferences of peoples of the world on globalization are more skeptical than the preferences reflected in the policies of WTO's member states and of member states and staff of the IFIs.
Can a hypothesis be rejected which states that the present ruling preferences on trade, economic integration, and investment-as reflected in the policies of important rich and poor countries and consequently also in the WTO and the IFI-reflect the views of a majority of the populations in the rich and poor countries?
To discuss the popular preferences on globalization, two approaches are used. Since we want to capture the history of Gatt/WTO rounds during the last forty-plus years, we start off by dividing countries into democratic Organization of Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD) member countries and "other countries." For the subset of OECD member countries, the question is whether or not it is possible that the preferences of the electorate on trade and integration in a systematic way in elections have differed from that of the democratically elected governments' positions? For the other countries, comparative international opinion polls on globalization, trade integration, and protectionism are considered. With good polls, one should be able to learn how respondents in different countries look upon globalization and trade. If such polls consistently would yield the result that globalization and free trade are disliked and that respondents are inward looking and in favor of protectionism, then the polls would call into question the basis for many member countries' positions and of the policies of the IFIs.
Democratic OECD Countries
Do democratic member countries of, for example, the WTO differ in policy positions from the voters' preferences in a systematic pro-globalization way?
Even if every government in the world were democratically elected, a large problem of accountability would still remain for international organisations. . . . We have seen that in national politics a government rarely wins or loses an election on a particular issue. Yet rarer would be a government that won or lost an election (or office through some other means) due to a position taken by its representative within an international organisation. Indeed, given that elections do not hold politicians to account on domestic issues, it would be rather ludicrous to assert that they might serve as a mechanism of accountability in the international sphere where voters have even less information, and less motivation to cast their votes on such issues. Clearly elections as a mechanism of domestic restraint on public officials cannot be stretched into an effective mechanism of accountability for international institutions even if every government in the world were democratically elected. Yet this is precisely what the arguments about the traditional structure of governance and representation attempts to do. (Woods and Narlikar 2001, 7) The authors are hardly correct that "a government rarely wins or loses an election on a particular issue." There are plenty of counter examples unless one defines "issue" in an extremely narrow sense. Apart from this flaw in the quote, the authors are probably correct if one would consider individual decisions in the WTO and most countries at a particular point in time. But do isolated cases of narrowly defined issues constitute the appropriate sample? Our answer is no: The authors seem unlikely to be correct when considering the direction of policy embedded in the large number of successive decisions over some forty years on multilateral trade rounds resulting in lower trade barriers and enhanced economic integration.
Let us consider the OECD countries. To be a member of the OECD, a country must fulfill the requirements of being a pluralistic democracy, enforcing respect for human rights, and having a market economy exposed to international competition. Assuming that on average there has been at least twenty-five such members per year since 1960 and that the average period between general elections has been four years, this means that there have been at least 250 general elections among this group. (The true number is higher since the number of members has increased, and the average term is less than four years.) If these governments' decisions to liberalize (manufacturing) trade had been in a systematic conflict with the voters' preferences, it is likely that such a misrepresentation at some points in time had become serious election issues in some of the 250 elections.
Are If, on the other hand, it had been a correct description that trade issues seldom have been significant election issues, such an observation does not warrant a claim that voters are unmoved by globalization issues. Precisely for the opposite reason, political parties and governments may try to ensure that trade and integration issues do not become significant ones in elections. They can do this by trying to ensure beforehand that trade and integration policies will be unlikely to cause-from their perspective-disruptive conflicts and undermine efforts to control the agendas of the election campaigns. Then the hypothesis cannot be rejected, of course. Also, if voters had been opposed to a continued opening up of markets for goods and services and investment, in Europe, for example, nationalistic politicians at times can be expected to have capitalized on such sentiments. Indeed, one has seen inward-looking nationalistic movements in many European countries, but these have typically focused on immigration and asylum seekers and not on trade in goods and services and foreign investment. In several polls, xenophobia does not correlate reliably with the respondents' views on globalization.
gotiations-including exceptions like agriculture and textiles-cannot be said to have been in conflict in a systematic way with the preferences of the voters in the OECD countries. Thus, one cannot reject the hypothesis that some forty years of (pro-globalization) positions and decisions of the OECD democracies have been in line with the OECD electorates' preferences.
Other Countries
With the help of three international and comparative polls, the group of countries is widened to include also important non-OECD ones, including several ones that are not democratic.
Globalization
In October to December 2001, a poll on globalization was taken with representative samples of individuals in twenty-five countries.
4 Some of the questions are seen in the head of table 2.1. The survey results can be said to be within a 3 percent positive or negative range of what they would have been nineteen times out of twenty had the entire population been surveyed. Globalization was defined as international trade in goods and services and in investment. In the table, the countries have been grouped in two classes, richer and poorer ones. The column heads of table 2.1 supply, first, the participating countries' GNP per capita and, second, the three different questions that the respondents were asked.
The (unweighted) averages are strikingly similar (column [2] ). Among the OECD countries, Australia, France, and Spain stand out as the more negative ones. Argentina's and Turkey's recent economic crises seem to be reflected in strongly negative attitudes. Note the similar results for the populous countries-China, India, Indonesia, and Nigeria-but also for Qatar, Venezuela, and South Korea. They all report weak negative (column [2] ) and strong positive (column [3] ) attitudes to globalization. When the results for poorer countries are weighted by population size, the proglobalization results of the four populous countries dominate. Thus, accounting for some 43 percent of total world population and 51 percent of all low-and middle-income countries' population (in 1998), only some 10-15 percent of the sample regarded globalization as negative. As many as 70-80 percent regarded globalization as positive. One should note in particular the positive Chinese responses to the country's benefits from integration with the world economy (columns [4] , [7] , and [10]).
Considering the two biggest economies, the United States and Japan, the respondents of Japan were more skeptical to globalization than those of the United States. In fact, the respondents of the United States and the Note: Globalization is defined as increased trade between countries in goods and services and investment. In each country, face-to-face or telephone interviews were conducted with representative samples of 1,000 citizens (for a total of 25,000). Each national poll is accurate to within ±3 percent, 19 times out of 20. The GNP of United Arab Emirates is taken as proxy for Qatar's GNP.
United Kingdom in this poll display very similar preferences on globalization. One can also note the positive attitude to globalization found in Russia. The respondents throughout are more skeptical about the effect of globalization on jobs than on the economy as a whole. This is especially striking for Germany, Japan, and Australia.
Trade and protection
The Ipsos-Reid Global Poll (2000) was taken at about the same time as the previous one (i.e., November to December 2001).
5 It covers twenty countries, some of which overlap with the first poll (see table 2 .2). This poll asks about free trade versus protection rather than the more vague concept of globalization. Also, from this poll, it is difficult to nail down any distinct difference in opinions between, for example, rich and poor countries. An open orientation of respondents in China and South Korea is confirmed, and Taiwan can be added as well. Mexicans seem distinctly positive to openness in both polls, while the opposite holds for the Argentineans' attitudes at the beginning of the acute phase of the country's 2001-2002 crisis. Again, France and Australia stand apart as skeptics to trade and globalization. The U.S. respondents seem positive regarding globalization generally, but seem negative toward free trade. This confused attitude is shared with the United Kingdom and Brazil. The second question in table 2.2 tries to capture the response regarding the freedom to shop versus restrictions. Here there is another type of confusion, which is to say that in four countries many respondents seem to prefer freedom to shop and restrictions on imports at the same time (i.e., the United States, Australia, Poland, and Portugal). 6. Given the French respondents' consistently skeptical views on globalization and free trade, it is somewhat surprising in the Ipsos-Reid poll that in no other country-apart from the respondents in Japan and the United States itself-is it more popular to work for an American company than in France. (That part of the poll is not discussed further here.) The polls for France underscores one of France's European dilemma, that is to say, wanting to be the leader and engine of European integration and at the same time often being more skeptical than other European countries about the benefits of international trade, investment, and globalization. It is difficult to have it both ways. Notes: Urban and quasinational samples in Argentina, Brazil, China, Mexico, South Africa, and Turkey. In each country, face-to-face or telephone interviews were conducted with representative samples of 1,000 citizens (for a total of 25,000). Each national poll is accurate to within ±3 percent, 19 times out of 20. The GNP of United Arab Emirates is taken as proxy for Qatar's GNP.
a "Which of the following two broad approaches do you think would be the best way to improve the economic and employment situation in your country?" b "Nowadays, multi-national companies sell things, such as soft drinks, television sets, computers, and cars, in this country and worldwide. Do you think that being able to buy such multinational products in this country is a good thing for people like yourself, not such a good thing, or it doesn't make a difference?" c "Protect our industries by restricting imports from other countries?" vey that was conducted in twenty-four countries in 1995 to 1996 and concerned countries that can be characterized as old OECD plus Eastern Europe. 7 The sample thus did not cover third-world countries (with the exception of the Philippines) and it was taken five years before the above two polls. In the survey, the respondents were asked how much they agreed or disagreed with the statement that their country "should limit the imports of foreign products in order to protect its national economy." In spite of slightly different methods being used to analyze the data, the two papers arrive roughly at the same empirical conclusion. In a country that is abundant in unskilled labor, relative to most of the rest of the world, the unskilled labor should be in favor of free trade. Mayda and Rodrik (2001, 3) state the conclusion as such: "individual trade preferences interact with country characteristics in exactly the manner predicted by the factorendowments model. . . . It is a robust result and perhaps our strongest single finding." They later elaborate that "Highly educated individuals tend to be pro-trade in countries that are well endowed with human capital (the USA), but against trade in countries that are poorly endowed with human capital (the Philippines)" (2001, 32) . O'Rourke and Sinnott (2001, 5) discuss the result outside the ISSP's sample and the possibility that the conclusion would hold also for a larger sample, including the world's poor countries: "Of course, this is pure speculation on our part: nonetheless, the results we are able to obtain from these data seem entirely consistent with the insights of Eli Heckscher and Bertil Ohlin."
The results of the two polls presented above, if anything, support O'Rourke and Sinnotts speculation that in populous countries, abundant as they are in unskilled labor, the population on the whole would have a free-trade orientation, in line with the predictions of the factor endowments theory.
WTO
In a poll conducted by TEMO in June 2001 in Sweden, the respondents were asked how they regarded WTO. The result was, first, that the WTO was regarded as "very positive" or "positive" by 44 percent, which was much less than for the UN (88 percent), but slightly more than for the EU (40 percent). However, almost half of the respondents answered either that they were neither positive nor negative to WTO, or that they didn't know. 
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Carl B. Hamilton 7. Specifically, the countries are Australia, West Germany, East Germany, Great Britain, the United States, Austria, Hungary, Italy, Ireland, the Netherlands, Norway, Sweden, the Czech Republic, Slovenia, Poland, Bulgaria, Russia, New Zealand, Canada, Philippines, Japan, Estonia, Latvia, and Slovakia.
8. See Svenska folket om globalisering (The Swedish population on globalization), TEMO investigation no. T-21950, 26 June, 2001 ; see http://www.temo.se. Several questions were asked in addition to the one on WTO. One of these was on child labor: Of the generally freetrade-oriented group of Swedish respondents, no less than 74 percent agreed with the statement that Sweden should not trade with countries allowing child labor.
From these polls, it does not seem possible to reject the hypotheses that when governments and international institutions advocate and promote openness, they reflect the views of the majority of populations of the OECD countries and distinctly poor countries of the world.
Can Non-Governmental Organizations (NGOs)
Fill a Gap in Representation and Accountability?
Suppose that the above conclusions-based on some polls and the revealed record of decades of policy making in democracies-were wrong. Still the question remains as to whether or not NGOs' preferences could be said to be less wrong. To quote a view presented in Woods and Narlikar (2001, 15) , is it true that "NGOs acting in international fora are necessary to fill the gap in representation and accountability"? Are the preferences of NGOs focusing on trade and development more representative and more correct as a starting point for decisions on globalization and trade rules than current polls and the revealed positions of the democracies of the world?
First of all, there are many hundreds of NGOs; they do not think alike, and their internal systems of representation and accountability differ. Second, most NGOs have their origin in developed countries and are likely to reflect knowledge of and concerns about development felt in their home countries. These values and priorities need not be same as those of the poor countries, of course: "A long standing concern about these NGOs is that their activities further magnify the voice and influence of industrial countries' peoples and governments in international debates and institutions which already disproportionately represent the industrialised world" (Woods and Narlikar 2001, 15) . Of the 738 NGOs accredited to the 1999 WTO-meeting in Seattle, 87 percent were based in industrialized countries (UNDP 2002, 8) . The largest Swedish NGO-Forum Syd (Forum South)-is an umbrella organization for all Swedish-development NGOs and it is financed entirely by the Swedish state through its aid agency Swedish International Development Authority (SIDA). The interest of rich countries in poor countries' labor standards and environmental protection is often in those poor countries regarded as a particularly hypocritical form of protection against their exports.
9
The NGOs are like multinational firms (MNF), trade unions, and farmers' organizations in the sense that they all have roles to play in domestic policy discussions. They can also be invited and included in country delegations since the composition of these is a national decision. An NGO or an individual from a developed country can quite legitimately be made a member of a poor country's team. However, a formalized role for NGOs, A typical NGO often starts with concerns for specific projects or issues. Perhaps it is for this reason that most NGOs have developed a microperspective of development. They can be involved in projects focusing on farming in some region; the plight of women, children and education; microcredits; environmental concerns; and so forth. These are all honorable causes, but-from the point of view of representation of views-the overall result is likely to be tilted in favor of distributional issues and "soft" policy stances. There are few, if any, NGOs devoted to "hard" issues, like the enhancement of better and more stringent rules for budget discipline, financial-sector reforms, the reform and abolition of bad banks, a unified exchange rate, a rent-free trade policy, or simply economic efficiency.
There are some particular aspects of the links between democracy, NGOs, and developing countries that merit consideration. First, if a (poor) country is on its way to democracy, it can be risky for an international institution to bypass the fragile democracy and its institutions and instead use an NGO as the institution's channel to the population, even if the NGO is run in an exemplary manner. There need not be a conflict between fragile democracy and an NGO, of course, but there is a clear procedural dilemma.
Second, poor countries have well-known difficulties with participation in the WTO. If well-funded NGOs, MFNs, and so forth are given formalized roles-like the right to be heard or speak in decision-shaping processes (as urged by Bellman and Gerster 1996) -that is very likely to result in a crowding out of poor countries' struggle for attention and influence in WTO. Today, well-funded and capable NGOs already can achieve what many poor countries cannot afford, that is a presence in Geneva and being continuously involved in WTO activities. If scarce resources, like time in the WTO machinery, are spent on presentations of the views of NGOs, MNFs, and others, such a time allocation will almost certainly be at the expense of weaker parties, like poor countries' and their interests.
10
A most surprising aspect of Bellman and Gerster (1996) is that they do not seem to recognize that their demand for significantly larger influence of NGOs in WTO would be at the expense of their other major requesta vastly expanded role for national parliaments. Neither do they seem to realize the separation of roles in a parliamentary democracy regarding decision preparation and decision making between the government (executive) and the parliament (their description of the role of parliaments in the formulation of countries' trade policy is not always correct).
11
In conclusion, it is impossible to give a definite answer for all places and times on the value and a proper role of NGOs. Neither does it seem possible to deliver an answer to the question if NGOs can fill a gap when it exists and properly reflect the preferences of others, like the poor persons of a country. However, in the light of the above, it seems very unlikely that NGOs normally could fill a gap. The burden of proof rests heavily on the NGOs themselves.
International Institutions, Globalization, and Democracy.
Now the second criticism-the claim that decisions taken in international institutions like WTO and IFI are undemocratic-is considered. It is clearly correct that these decisions are imperfect reflections of the views of the peoples of the world. This is so in spite of a statement like the following from an otherwise excellent book on WTO: "Some would argue that . . . the WTO is probably the most democratic international organisation extant, in that it operates by consensus and, if voting occurs, it is on the basis of one-member-one-vote" (Hoekman and Kostecki 2001, 70) . 12 For example, not all of WTO members are democracies (e.g., China and Saudi Arabia), and such member countries' representatives should not be as-
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10. Bellman and Gerster (1996) argue for NGO participation in several ways in WTO: In the dispute settlement process (Article 13.2), they suggest that "NGO participation could possibly be enhanced if recourse to [NGO contributions] were to be made compulsory" (37). The WTO and NGOs (jointly?) should undertake systematic "impact assessment studies on development and the environment" (40, 62). In addition, NGOs should have observer status in WTO's Committee on Trade and Development (CTD) and on WTO's Committee on Trade and Environment (CTE). However, Bellman and Gerster (1996) do not suggest that there would be any NGO interest for a role in WTO's Committee on Budget, Finance, and Administration. This reinforces an impression of wanting to play with the angels only.
11. Bellman and Gerster (1996, 50) write, "Parliamentarians are authorized to participate only . . . as observers [in the WTO]." What other role could they possibly take on without replacing the government?
12. Also, the UNDP (2002, 8) takes the view that democracy in WTO would be one country, one vote: "Consider the World Trade Organization. Every member has one vote, which is very democratic." sumed even to have the representation of the population as their ambition. Furthermore, why should Iceland and India-with 350,000 and nearly one billion inhabitants, respectively-have the same number of votes? If one were thinking about even some imperfect approximation of democracy, it would be reasonable for India to have more votes than Iceland. These remarks do not mean that the issue of representation of preferences in international institutions would be trivial or unimportant-quite the contrary; Demands for more democracy in intergovernmental organizations is more complex than many critics of WTO and the IFIs seem prepared to discuss. One cannot ignore the basic undemocratic feature, namely, that it is the nation-state that has a right to membership of WTO and IFIs.
One would have thought that demands for global democracy, a global parliament, and a world government would be the logical visionary alternative suggested by the critics of today's intergovernmental organizations (e.g., one along the lines suggested by the world federalist movements). But just the opposite seems to be the rule: The anti-globalists seem more local than global in their visions when it comes to political decision making ("glocalism").
Thus, issues on international trade and globalization will likely continue to be handled by governments in intergovernmental organizations and by diplomats and other civil servants. Then, negotiations and decisions are prepared and taken in processes that are not always open and-to be effective-many times cannot be open except with a time lag.
13 This is a classic problem of democratic accountability in foreign and security policy, and it is not specific to WTO and IFIs. The problem is handled in slightly different ways in different democracies, and generally speaking, through parliamentary committees with special rights to secret information, to closed sessions, and to the possibility of being consulted and deciding on negotiating positions. However, compared to a normal parliamentary control of governments' domestic actions, the control of what goes on in international organizations is often weak and indirect and is dominated by the participating governments' agendas and selection of information. Furthermore, it is only in the subset of democratic member states of WTO and IFI that parliamentary control can be exercised.
Moreover, the parliamentary perspective is typically a national one. The economist's interest in the global-welfare effects of trade reform, systemic aspects of the global trading system, and problems of regionalism attract few votes and have few pressure groups working for them. This, of course, just makes economists' contributions on these matters relatively more important.
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Carl B. Hamilton 13. The time lag normally can be anything between two hours or a few weeks, and only rarely would it be necessary to last for years.
Globalization, Democracy, and Poverty Reduction
The democratic deficit that is part and parcel of the intergovernmental form of decision making makes the WTO and IFIs natural targets for many anti-globalists.
14 However, the fact that the WTO and the IFIs are not actually being run in a democratic way does not exclude the possibility that they would advocate democracy as the preferred mode of government of nations. However, the IFIs are not seen to argue in favor of democracy. Should the IFIs be neutral on the issue? This section looks into the issue both in the light of the anti-globalist critique and the UN's povertyreduction objective.
It is likely that the anti-globalists' criticism that owners and staff of the IFIs promote globalization from an undemocratic platform would lose ground if the IFIs would argue openly for democracy in member states, but avoiding such criticism cannot be the aim of the IFIs. There is a much more substantive issue, namely whether democracy is instrumental in achieving the IFIs' stated overriding objective (i.e., poverty reduction) in addition to being a desirable objective per se.
Second, the IMF and the World Bank support the UN's Millennium Development Goals. These are, by the year 2015, "to have reduced by half the proportion of people living on less than a dollar a day, and to have reduced by half the proportion of people who suffer from hunger," while improving health, education, and the environment (see the UN website at http:// www.un.org/milleniumgoals/index.htlm).
2.6.1 Governance, Poverty, and Democracy Individuals have preferences not only over outcomes, but also over processes. Thus, measures taken to enhance openness and globalization that have been decided upon through a democratic process are more legitimate and should have a better chance of long-term survival than if the same decisions were arrived at in some other way (e.g., through a dictator's decision, occupation of territory, or external pressures). This is described by the IFIs as the importance to apply "participatory approaches" and for governments to "own" domestic reforms and policies. A democratic process is-among other things-a participatory approach. Ceteris paribus, democracy thus seems desirable for the IFIs from a governance point of view.
Of course, the World Bank has for many years been working on so-called governance issues, but the Bank has not seen it proper to argue openly and clearly in favor of democracy.
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The World Bank has identified three distinct aspects of governance: (i) the form of political regime; (ii) the process by which authority is exercised in the management of a country's economic and social resources for development; and (iii) the capacity of governments to design, formulate, and implement policies and discharge functions. The first aspect is deemed outside the Bank's mandate. (World Bank 1994, xiv, our italics)
The Bank at times seems very close to endorsing democracy with a governance motivation, although it never calls for a democratic process or democracy: "It is all about equal opportunity and empowerment for people, especially the poor," as stated by director James Wolfenson (World Bank 2002, iii). The Bank can go to great lengths not to use the word democracy when it describes desirable governance policies.
Exchanging information through open debate creates demand for institutional change by holding people accountable, by changing behaviour, and by supplying ideas for change from outside the community . . . Developing country actors often face too little competition, often because of current institutional structures." (World Bank 2002a, 4 and iv)
Democracy and desirable economic reforms are about power, of course.
The effectiveness of institutional designs adopted by governments will be affected by the political distribution of power. . . . Sometimes policymakers wishing to embark on reforms may have to create new institutions . . . ineffective institutions may exist in part because there are no interest groups pressing for change-not because some interest groups oppose change. (World Bank 2002a, 10) Against this background of World Bank descriptions of desirable approaches to governance-to reach the objective of reducing poverty by half to 2015-there seems reason for the Bank and its owners to be clearly in favor of democracy from a governance point of view (if for no other reason).
It seems important to note, before leaving the governance argument, to point out that the above conclusion is not a claim that democracy itself necessarily fosters economic growth. There is a fairly large and inconclusive discussion of this different, but related, issue (e.g., Bhalla 1997; Przeworski and Limongi 1993, 1997; Stiglitz 1999 ) and a brief survey in the United Nations Development Program (UNDP; 2002, 56 box 2.4). Good arguments are put forward both for and against the suggestion that democracy is good for growth. However, in surveys, like UNDP (2002), the observation is made that "democracy appears to prevent the worst outcomes, even if it does not guarantee the best ones" (56).
Famines as Acute Poverty and Democracy
An important example in which democracy provides a channel for information and an early warning system is when there is a risk of famine. Sen and Drèze have focused on this acute form of poverty.
No substantial famine has ever occurred in any independent country with a democratic form of government and a relatively free press. Famines have occurred in ancient kingdoms and contemporary authoritarian societies, in tribal communities and in modern technocratic dictatorships, in colonial economies run by imperialists from the north and newly independent countries of the south run by despotic national leaders or by intolerant single parties. But they have never materialised in any country that is independent, that goes to elections regularly, that has opposition parties to voice criticisms, and that permits newspapers to report freely and question the wisdom of governments' policies without extensive censorship. (Sen 1999, 152) 15 An interpretation of this result is that the effect of democracy is to reduce variance of economic performance: "One can argue that regimes affect the variance of rates [of economic growth], and specifically, that democracies are less likely to generate both miracles and disasters than dictatorships" (Przeworski and Limongi 1997, 166) . 16 Against this background and since the IFIs have as their objective to reduce poverty by half by 2015, the IFIs should be in favor of democracy as an antifamine method, if for no other reason.
The "Democratic Peace" and Poverty Reduction
A second important claim for democracy is that there have been no wars between democracies (the democratic peace). The argument does not apply to wars between democracies and nondemocracies, it does not apply just to self-defense situations, and it does not apply to peace within democracies. The latter is important to note since a large part of today's violence occurs in conflicts within states. The huge discussion in the international relations literature on democratic peace has been summarized as follows.
Although some still argue that the hypothesised impact of democracy on peace is spurious, or that causality runs from peace to democracy rather than from democracy to peace [references] , there is a growing consensus that the pacifying effects of joint democracy are real. While some say that it goes too far to claim that the absence of war between democracies 'comes as close as anything we have to an empirical law in international relations' (Levy 1980, 270) , no one has identified a stronger empirical regularity, and many make the law-like claim that joint democracy is a sufficient condition for peace [references] . (Levy 2002, 358-59) 17 Globalization and Democracy 81 15. Sen (1999) also refers to this point in chapters 2 and 6. See also Drèze and Sen (1989) . 16. The infant mortality rate is a measure of basic hygiene and health conditions and thus has been used as a proxy measure of poverty. Bhalla (1997) arrived at the conclusion that the increased democracy of a country results in a faster decline in the infant mortality rate.
17. Other references on the democratic peace discussion are Brown, Lynn-Jones, and Miller (1996) ; Russett (1993); Cederman (2001) ; Russett and Oneal (2001); and Hegre et al. (2001) .
The next question is why democracies do not wage war against each other. There are basically two lines of explanations. The first one is ideological and refers to a democratic ethos that is being developed-tolerance, moderation, basic inclination to seek peaceful conflict resolution, and so forth. The other one is structural. A democratic structure implies that there is power sharing, public accountability, and so forth, and this makes it difficult for leaders to convince citizens to go to war. However, for the present purpose, there is no need to have an answer to the debate on the causality. 18 It is enough to conclude that it has a significant value if countries are democracies since it prevents wars against other democracies and reduces poverty that would otherwise have been a consequence of such conflicts. For example, had Africa's nations become democracies after independence, some of the violence on the continent would not have occurred, and poverty and other disasters would have been less widespread. However, the numerous and bloody civil wars (e.g., in Angola, Rwanda, and Burundi) would not necessarily have been prevented-but, on the other hand, it may be that the drawn-out and disastrous civil war in Angola would have been a brief and limited conflict had South Africa, Soviet Union, and Cuba been democracies at the time. There are probably more examples of this kind.
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To summarize, starting from the objective of the UN and the World Bank to reduce poverty, which is endorsed by the Bank's owners, there are at least three arguments for the Bank to state that democracy is the preferred mode of government, that is to say, governance, elimination of famines, and reduction in war. This does not mean that the Bank's membership would be limited to democracies only or that only democratic member countries would be allowed to borrow or receive technical assistance from the Bank. However, it would imply that the Bank-to enhance its own poverty-reduction objective-should be crystal clear on the issue that the Bank prefers democracy to other modes of government. A link between democracy and poverty reduction implies also that the Bank should support projects with the objective of enhancing democracy, like fostering and supporting independent media, technical assistance on the practicalities of democracy in the legal system, and so forth.
By analogy, the IMF could consider the same policy on democracy as the preferred form of government. Levy (2002) .
19. There seems to be a parallel to the democratic peace, that is, democratic trade liberalisation: Democratic pairs of countries tend to be more likely to cooperate to lower trade barriers and to sign trade-liberalizing agreements than are autocratic ones (Mansfield, Milner, and Rosendorff 1997, 1998 ).
Openness and Democracy
We now return to the globalization theme. Taking democracy to be the preferred mode of government, and if openness-as a suggestion-would enhance democracy, then increased openness would be desirable as an instrument for enhanced democracy and (in the next step) reduced poverty.
What can be said about the relationship between economic openness and democracy?
Is there causality from democracy to openness or vice versa? Milner and Kubota (2001) ask the question of whether or not democracy is conducive to trade liberalization. They find empirical evidence that democracy, in general, and democratization have contributed to the lowering of trade barriers in a number of developing countries since the 1970s (i.e., they find a causality from democracy to increased openness). The model that they test defines democratization as an expansion of the group of actors involved in government.
Democratisation means a movement toward majority rule with universal suffrage . . . [and] (Milner and Kubota 2001; 6, 19, and 10-11) Using data for over 100 developing countries in the period 1970-1999, the authors then provide empirical evidence for the hypothesis that more democratic countries have lower trade barriers and are more open economies. However, as the authors themselves acknowledge, they regard democratization as exogenous. "It might be that having a more open trade regime exerts an impact on the type of political regime. Although we lag all our independent variables [in the testing] this could be a longer term effect" (Milner and Kubota 2001, 41) .
Two estimates undertaken in this chapter suggest that openness and democracy go together. I do not claim to establish a direction of causality. Since the early 1970s, Freedom House (FH) has evaluated almost all countries' status with regard to political rights and civil liberties in its annual surveys 20 and has constructed a democracy index with a scale running Globalization and Democracy 83 from 1 to 8. The lower the number, the more democratic the country. In the 2000-2001 survey, the traditional developed countries, as well as many other countries, take on values below 2. 21 To measure countries' openness, two proxies were used: The first one was countries' simple mean tariff (from World Bank 2002b, table 6.6). The hypothesis is that there would be a correlation between the level of the simple mean tariff at the end of the 1990s (mostly either in 1998 or 1999) and the value of the 2000-2001 democracy index. A standard (Pearson) correlation coefficient yields r 2 ϭ 0.44 for the tariff variable (significant at the 99.9 percent level; n ϭ 91). The hypothesis that openness-measured as a lower mean tariff-is positively correlated with democracy cannot be rejected.
As a second proxy for openness was used for the relative change between 1989 and 1999 in trade as share of GNP, that is, (X ϩ M )/GNP, measured in purchasing power parity (PPP) terms and calculated from World Development Indicators 2001, table 6.1 (World Bank 2002b). The hypothesis is that there is a negative correlation between a change in share of trade in GNP and the value of the democracy index (remember, the more democracy, the lower the index value). Again, a correlation calculation yields r 2 ϭ -0.19, and a significant correlation at just about the 90 percent level between our measure of change in openness and the FH measure of democracy (n ϭ 75). Again, the hypothesis that openness and democracy are positively correlated cannot be rejected.
Finally, one should note one of the poll results of table 2.3 (statement 5). Respondents were asked about the perceived effect of globalization on different aspects of life. Globalization was regarded as much more positive than negative for human rights, individual freedom, and democracy.
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In summary, it may be that the character of political regimes has a direct effect on trade policy, and, at the very least, it seems very plausible that openness and democracy go together. If so, it has important implications for the present conflict over the value of globalization. If the causality goes from openness to democracy, and if anti-globalists' demand for less openness and reduced world economic integration was satisfied, it would mean reduced prospects for democratic development. Accepting the positive effect of democracy on governance, famine prevention, and peace, less openness would be negative for poverty reduction over and above the traditional arguments in favor of division of labor through international trade.
If, on the other hand, the causality goes from democracy to openness (e.g., in the developing countries, as suggested by Milner and Kubota 2001) , the anti-globalists would have two channels for their argumentation: First, to argue directly against international trade and investment or, second, to argue against the spread and enhancement of democratic rule in poor countries. Alternatively put, the Milner-Kubota result points to a choice that would have to be made with regard to developing countries between either (a) more democracy and more openness or (b) less democracy and less pressure for openness.
The World Trade Organization (WTO) and Accountability
Anti-globalists criticize the WTO for working without proper democratic accountability and being dominated by a few countries, leaving the others outside. Member governments have handled this criticism by improving transparency, public observation, and openness to the press.
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Focusing on the European perspective, the EU Commissioner for ExGlobalization and Democracy 85 (Lamy 2001) . Finally, Lamy thought that "there is merit in discussing the establishment of a WTO Parliamentary Consultative Assembly" (Lamy 2001) . While there seems to be little reason to oppose the first or second proposals (see the following discussion), there are important argument against the last one.
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A Parliamentary Consultative Assembly of the WTO would cause constitutional confusion. First, the WTO was set up in the mid-1990s as an intergovernmental organization in which governments and the EU, through its commission, are represented. In such a system, there is no decision-shaping or decision-making role for a parliamentary body. The body would risk being a pseudodemocratic side scene. If so, first, the end result could be just the opposite one to the proclaimed one, that is to say, to discredit the WTO. Second, all delegates would not be elected (directly or indirectly) through a democratic procedure (China and Saudi Arabia, again, are clear examples). Third, "at home" in the WTO's democratic member states, a consultative assembly would cause constitutional confusion about the roles of the executive and legislative branches in the area of external trade policy.
Democratically elected parliamentarians and free media are two of the most important democratic control mechanisms. Considering Lamy's second suggestion, it may well be an advantage for the WTO and for the debate in member states if a larger number of democratically accountable persons learned more about the world trading system-what the WTO can and cannot do, since enhanced globalization and WTO-related issues have become increasingly domestic and more important in domestic politics. With regard to parliamentarians, two to three members of a country's parliament, for example, could be attached to the task of following WTO matters more closely. They could do this at home through hearings and investigations in parliamentary committees, as well as through regular observer participation in, for example, WTO seminars on specific issues, key countries and country groups, and systemic aspects of world trade. To achieve this enhancement of accountability, there is no need for any new international agreements or bodies, but instead for national decisions by national parliaments to become more active in this area. (Some countries already have such arrangements.)
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Concluding Remarks: The Globalization Paradox
Globalization in the sense used in this paper, opens up increased possibilities for citizens as well as governments through an enhanced global division of labor. Potentially, all citizens can enjoy the fruits of increased specialization, for example, in the form of higher incomes and a larger menu of goods and services to choose from. Governments can exploit a larger tax base and provide more public goods and services as well as transfers. Globalization is also likely to enhance democracy. However, globalization at the same time reduces governments' room for maneuvering because of a more intensive international competition and international rules, like those of WTO. This is a paradox of globalization. Unfortunately the global antiglobalist movement seems unable to see anything but the latter part of this paradox, in spite of being a typical product of the globalization age.
